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recent years, there has been a great deal of interest in
mobile robots. A mobile manipulator is typically robot
mounted on a mobile platform or vehicle, equipped with
a computer(s) and various sensors. Mobile manipulators
have many potential applications in manufacturing,
nuclear reactor maintenance, construction, planetary
exploration. Basically, mobile robots are classified on
the basis of maneuverability as i.e. non-holonomic and
holonomic (Omni-directional drive). The conventional
wheeled mobile robots (WMR) are restricted in their
motion because they cannot move sideways without a
preliminary maneuvering. In order to improve the
maneuverability of WMR, various mechanisms like
single wheeled drive, differential drive, tracked robot
and synchro-drive were developed [1]. However, these
efforts were not sufficient to overcome the problem of
non-holonomic system associated with conventional
WMR. For this reason, such robot is called 'nonholonomic'. In contrast, a holonomic robot, using omnidirectional wheels, is capable of driving in any
direction. In the last few years, Swedish Omnidirectional wheeled (Mecanum wheeled) mobile robot
(OWMR) has received growing attention in industry
oriented research [2]. Along with the various advantages
of omni-directional wheels, they introduce a number of
challenging problems such as dynamic interaction
between mobile platform and the manipulator, tipover/roll-over stability of the system [3, 4]. Hence,
dynamic modeling of mobile manipulator is the great
issue to examine the effect of dynamic interaction on the
torque developed at manipulator’s link as well as at
wheels of the platform.

Abstract – Recent advancements in mechatronics has led to
tremendous development of application of robots for
industrial applications involving high health hazards,
rough working conditions and difficult to reach locations.
Robot assisted welding is one such high risk operation for
human being. The industrial arc welding robots are either
mounted on the floor, table or on overhead rails. In this
scenario, the jobs to be welded are brought to shop floor.
However, the on-sight joining of big pipes and structures
with precision and speed, demands for mobility of welding
robot. In this research work, a novel concept of mounting
5-dof welding robot on the omni-directional platform
(Omni-WMR) is implemented to provides immense
maneuvering mobility to the manipulator. This paper
presents the combined dynamic model of omnidirectional
mobile robot for welding operation to study the effect of
dynamic interaction between manipulator and mobile
platform. Dynamic interaction is carried out to find the
variation in torque at manipulator link due to the motion
of platform as well as its location on the platform. In
addition, the variation in torque developed at platform
wheels due to positioning the manipulator at two different
locations on platform is accessed. For this, two case studies
have been discussed to study the effect of dynamic
interaction between manipulator and omni-directional
platform.
Keywords – Mobile robot; Omni-directional platform;
Maneuvering; Dynamic interaction.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Traditionally, robotic manipulators are fixed on the
shop floor or on the ceiling or mounted on the overhead
/ ground rails. The workspace of such fixed-base
manipulators is a limited volume of the space that can
be reached by the end-effector. This aspect demands
careful structuring of the tasks to be performed by
manipulator so that all the facilities are within the reach
of the manipulator. This is typically achieved by means
of conveyor belts or other transporting devices. In the

II. REVIEW OF LITERATURE
In order to understand the current state of art, a
detailed
literature
review
covering
various
advancements in mobile manipulator design,
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their approaches for simple situations as well as for
complex situations when obstacles were encountered
[11].

applications and control issues is presented in this
section.
Maher and Jilani (2011) have done the kinematic
and dynamic modeling of a three-center wheel omnidirectional mobile robot. Using these models, they have
simulated the behavior of the robot and evaluated its
performance with respect to conventional mobile robots
[5].

From above literature review, it can be seen that
most of researchers have limited their work towards
development of either omni-directional platform, wheels
of the platform or its control system in general. The
attempts to exploit the benefits of robot manipulator
mounted on the omni-directional platform for industrial
applications like welding, material handling and service
application are very few. However, after studying the
overall architecture of the omni-directional platform, it
is obvious that the application of omni-directional
mobile manipulator for fabrication applications like arc
welding is very promising. In order to provide stability
to the overall structure containing manipulator, mobile
platform and welding gun along with necessary
equipments during hazardous welding application, there
is a need to meticulously resolve vital issues like tipover/ roll-over stability, structural complexity, and
dynamic interaction between the platform and the
manipulator. In view of these aspects, current research
work is focused on efficient but safe implementation of
a four-wheel omni-directional platform mounted with 5dof robot for arc welding application. The kinematic and
dynamic modeling of robot as well as omni-directional
platform is done by Lagrange Euler formulation. Using
these models, a generalized mathematical model is
developed to explain the phenomenon of dynamic
interaction between manipulator and mobile platform.
The proposed strategy is implemented to two sample
welding paths. In first case, the temporal evaluation of
torque at various joints of manipulator is done by
considering welding along straight path. In this case,
first torque computations are done 1. Without
considering mobile platform 2. Considering the mobile
platform for better understanding of effect of dynamic
interaction. In second case study, a zigzag welding path
is considered to evaluate performance of proposed
approach for variety of welding paths. The results
obtained after implementation of proposed approach in
the simulation environment showed the effectiveness of
the developed dynamic model of the manipulator and
the platform. The effect of welding parameters i.e.
voltage, current, feed rate, depth of penetration, volume
of the weld is not considered in both the cases because
this study is limited to the dynamic coupling between
the manipulator and platform.

Tan et al (2008) have determined the kinematics of
the mobile platform according to its mechanical
structure firstly, and then deduced its unified dynamic
model by Lagrangian formalism. They have proposed an
adaptive hybrid controller based on RBFANN. Their
controller carried out path tracking by considering
kinematics of mobile platform and dynamics of robot
arm [6].
Djebrani et al (2011, 2012) have developed an
agent based approach which considered robot as an
independent agent aimed to perform robotic tasks
described in terms of displacement and force interaction
with the environment. A reactive architecture and
impedance control was used to ensure reliable task
execution in response to environment stimuli.
The
control structure of the robot was built in order to reveal
the main abilities in navigation and obstacle avoidance.
Several simulations were performed to prove the
efficiency of their concept [7, 8].
Nakazato et al (2005) developed a mobile
manipulator consisting of a 6-dof manipulator and an
omni-directional moving platform. As an omnidirectional mechanism, four special wheels with twelve
free rollers were used for each wheel and they can rotate
freely around the circumference of the wheel. They
developed a criterion for exploiting the redundancy to
avoid the slippage of wheels, and fundamental
experiments were done to show the control
characteristics of the developed mobile platform [9].
Doroftei et al (2007) has introduced an
omnidirectional mobile robot for educational purposes.
The chapter written by these authors provided some
information about conventional and special wheels
designs, mechanical design aspects of the mecanum
wheel and also about the robot, kinematic models, as
well as electronics and control strategies: remote
control, line follower and the autonomous strategy [10].
Abdessemed and Djebrani (2010) have presented
the development of the complete kinematic
representation of a mobile manipulator. In this case,
they have considered manipulator arm and platform as a
unique system. Mobile platform is exploited to solve
problems like collision avoidance and joints saturations.
The results obtained demonstrated the effectiveness of

This paper is organized as follows. In first section,
detailed discussion about the omni-directional platform
under consideration is presented. Then in the next
session, kinematic analysis of manipulator and omnidirectional platform is given. Further, dynamic
modeling of manipulator and omni-directional platform
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along with dynamic inteeraction betweeen them is
discussed. Theen two case sttudies have been considered
for two differrent welding paths
p
to know the effect off
dynamic interraction and lastly the obserrvations made
from it are prresented in ressult section. Thhe paper ends
with conclusioons and referen
nces used for thhis work.
III. OMNI-DIRECT
O
TIONAL MOB
BILE
MANIP
PULATOR
The mobiile manipulatoor considered for this work
consists of a platform
p
havinng four indepenndently driven
omni-directionnal wheels of mecanum typee and a 5-doff
manipulator with
w a welding electrode as an
n end-effector
as shown in Figure
F
1. For this
t
study, a SC
CORBOT-ER
IV manipulatoor is used. Thiss robotic system
m is available
with the autho
ors.

Figure 33. Robot Arm Joints
J
In order
o
to presennt the structure of the manipuulator,
first of all
a the Denavit and Hartenberrg (D-H) param
meters
were dettermined [12]. D-H parameteers put forwardds to a
matrix method
m
to desscribe the kinnematic relatioonship
between
n the contiguous links by assigning
a
coorddinate
system to
t each link at the joint of thhe robot as shown in
Figure 4.
4 The relativee translation annd rotation bettween
link coo
ordinate system
ms i-1 and i can
n be describedd by a
homogen
nous transforrmation matrix [13, 14], is a
function
n of four kinem
matic parametters αi (Link ttwist),
ai(Link length),
l
di (Joint distance), annd θi(Joint anggle) as
shown in
i Table I. Thhese D-H paraameters are diirectly
measureed from the actuual SCORBOT
T ER-IV.

Figure 1. Omnii-directional mob
bile manipulatorr considered for
the study

TAB
BLE I. D-H parrameters for SC
CORBOT-ER IV
I
m
manipulator

3.1 Kinematiccs of SCORBO
OT-ER IV Manippulator
SCORBO
OT-ER IV is a 5-dof verticcal articulated
robot, with fiv
ve revolute join
nts. It has a sttationary base,
shoulder, elboow, tool pitchh and tool roll.
r
The line
diagram and detailed
d
parts annd joints of SC
CORBOT ERIV robot are ass per given in the
t Figure 2 annd Figure 3.

Join
nt (i)

ai

αi

di

θi

1

a1

π/2

d1

θ1

2

a2

0

0

θ2

3

a3

0

0

θ3

4

0

π/2

0

θ4

5

0

0

d5

θ5

Figurre 4. Frame asssignment of SC
CORBOT-ER IIV
m
manipulator

Figure. 2 Robbot Arm Links
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the Sweedish companyy Mecanum AB
B. The wheel itself
consists of a hub ‘1’ ccarrying a num
mber of free moving
m
b's circumferennce as
rollers ‘22’angled at 45°° about the hub
shown inn Figure 5. Thhe angle betweeen rollers axiis and
central wheel
w
axis couuld have any value
v
but in thee case
of conveentional Sweddish wheel, it is 45°. The angled
a
peripherral rollers transslate a portionn of the force in
i the
rotationaal direction of the wheel to a force normal to the
wheel direction.
d
Depeending on eacch individual wheel
w
directionn and speed, the resulting combination of
o all
these forrces produces a total force vector
v
in any deesired
directionn. This aspect allows
a
the platform to move freely
in the direction of resulting forcce vector, without
changingg of the wheelss themselves [110].

The posittion and orienntation of thee end-effector
frame relativee to the basee frame was found as per
equation (1) by considerinng the n connsecutive link
transformationn matrices relatting frames fixxed to adjacent
links [15]
(1)
The composite transformaation matrix between two
consecutive lin
nks was obtainned by using eqquation (2).

Equation (2) and D-H parrameters from Table I was
utilized to derive the forwaard kinematicss expressions.
These expresssions represen
nt the relationnship between
joint
j
angles of
o the robot an
nd correspondding Cartesian
coordinates of
o end-effectorr of the robot [16]. The
expression thhus obtained in terms of x, y, and z
coordinates off the end-effecctor for the SCORBOT-ER
IV are as givenn in Equation (3),
( (4) and (5)) respectively.
x

y

z

= a1*coss(θ1)+ a2*cos(θ1)cos(θ2)+ d5*cos(θ1)
cos(θ2) coos(θ4)sin(θ3)+ d5*cos(θ1) coss(θ3) cos(θ4)
sin(θ2) + d5 *cos(θ1) cos(θ2)cos(θ3)sin(θ
)
4)- d5
*cos(θ1) sin(θ
s
cos(θ3)cos(θ1
2) sin(θ3) sin(θ4)+ a3*c
)cos(θ2) -aa3* sin(θ3)sin(θθ2)cos(θ1);

= a1*sin(θθ1)+ d5 *cos(θ4)cos(θ
)
2)sin(θ1)sin(θ3)+ d5*
cos(θ4)cos(θ3)sin(θ1)sin(θ
(θ2)+ d5 sin((θ4) cos(θ2)
cos(θ3)sin((θ1) – d5 sin((θ4)sin(θ1)sin(θθ2)sin(θ3) +
a2cos(θ2)siin(θ1) + a3coss(θ3)cos(θ2)sinn(θ1) – a3 *
sin(θ3)sin((θ1)sin(θ2);

+ a3* cos(θ3)
= a2 *sin(θθ2)+ d1 + a3 *ssin(θ3)cos(θ2)+
sin(θ2) - d5 *cos(θ4) coss(θ2) cos(θ3) + d5* cos(θ4)
sin(θ2) sinn(θ3) + d5*sinn(θ4)cos(θ2)sinn(θ3) + d5*
sin(θ4) coss(θ3) sin(θ2);

Figure 5. Com
mponents of mecaanum wheel

(3)

The kinematicc analysis of such
s
omni-direcctional
platform having mecanuum wheels is abbout the determiination
of the rellation between liinear, angular veelocity of the plaatform
and anguular velocity of the wheels with
h respect to the world
coordinatte frame. As shhown in Figuree 6, the Xw-Yw-Zw is
considereed as the world coordinate
c
system
m.

(4)

(5)

Along with the kinemaatic analysis off manipulator,
the kinematic analysis of om
mni-directional platform with
mecanum wheeels is as well necessary to understand
u
the
behavior of platform under kinematic constraints. The
next section co
ontains discusssion about this analysis.
Figure 6. Platfform with mecannum wheels

O
nal Platform
3.2 Kinematicc Analysis of Omni-Direction
with Meca
anum Wheels

This relationshhip is given by
b equation (6)). The
d
abouut it is not presented here. How
wever,
detailed discussion
interested
d readers can reffer [17] for further clarifications

Mecanum
m wheel is typpe of the om
mni-directional
wheel invented in 1973 by BengtIlon,
B
an engineer with
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-

+

+

-

0

+

0

+

+

0

+

0

(6)
.

.

x , y are linear velocity and ω is the angular

where,

.

velocity of the platform; R is the wheel radius;
.

.

β1 , β 2

.

β 3 , β 4 are the angular velocity of wheel 1, 2, 3 and 4
respectively; lb is the distance between driving wheel
and vertical axis of symmetry, la is the distance between
driving wheel and horizontal axis of symmetry.

3.3 Dynamic Modeling
Manipulator

TABLE II. Platform motion according to the direction
of motion of wheels
Wheel Direction

1
+

2
+

3
+

4
+

-

-

-

-

-

+

-

+

+

-

+

-

+

-

+

-

All wheels rotate
in
forward
direction
All wheels rotate
in
backward
direction
Wheels 2 and 4
rotate in forward
direction whereas
1
and
3
in
backward direction
Wheels 1 and 3
rotate in forward
direction whereas
2
and
4
in
backward direction
Wheels 1 and 4
rotate in forward
direction whereas
2
and
3
in
backward direction

Anticlockwise
rotation

Forward-Right

Forward-Left

After performing kinematic analysis of the
manipulator and platform, the dynamic analysis of both
was done. The mathematical model for representation of
dynamic interaction between platform and manipulator
while performing welding task was developed using
these dynamic relationships. The following section
covers the detailed discussion about methodology and
the developed model.

Further, the motion of the platform equipped with
mecanum wheels depends on the individual direction of
rotation of the wheel. The various possible motion of
platform is described in the Table II. The (+) sign
indicates rotation of wheel in forward direction whereas
(-) sign indicates in backward direction.

Wheel No.

Wheels 2 and 3
rotate in forward
direction whereas
1
and
4
in
backward direction
Wheels 1 and 3 are
stationery
and
wheels 2 and 4
rotate in forward
direction
Wheels 2 and 4 are
stationery
and
wheels 1 and 3
rotate in forward
direction

of

SCORBOT-ER

IV

The dynamic model of a manipulator is useful for
computation of torque/ forces required for execution of
a typical work cycle, which is vital information for the
design of links, joints, drives, and actuators. The
dynamic behavior of the manipulator provides
relationship between joint actuators torques and motion
of the links for simulation and design of control
algorithms. The manipulator control maintains the
dynamic response of the manipulator to obtain the
desired performance, which directly depends on the
accuracy of the dynamic model and efficiency of control
algorithm. Various researchers have discovered different
approaches, where in general there are two methods
available i.e. Euler-Lagrange formulation and the
Newton-Euler formulation. In the standard EulerLagrange formulation, the manipulator is treated as a
whole, and the system is analyzed based on its kinetic
and potential energy. The Newton-Euler formulation is
quite different because each link of the manipulator is
treated in turn.

Direction of
motion of
platform
Forward
Backward
Right Slide

Left slide

3.3.1. Lagrange-Euler (LE) Formulation of SCORBOTER IV
The Lagrange-Euler Formulation is a systematic
procedure for obtaining the dynamic model of an n-dof
manipulator. The 5-dof SCORBOT-ER IV is an open
kinematic chain serial link manipulator has 5 joint
position or displacement variables i.e.

Clockwise
rotation
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The kinematic and dyynamic parameeters of SCOR
RBOT
ER-IV were substituuted in the above generaalized
equationns to compute the torque forr joint1, joint2,, joint
3, joint 4 and joint 5 frrom equation (8
8).

. The LE formulation
establishes thhe relation beetween the jooint position,
velocities, acccelerations andd the torque applied
a
to the
manipulator. The dynamiic model baased on LE
formulation is obtained from
m the Lagrangian, as a set off
equations,

After ob
btaining dynam
mic relationshiips for manipuulator,
dynamicc analysis off omni-directioonal platform
m was
done.
3.4 Dynnamic Modelingg of Omni-Dirrectional Platfoorm
with
h Mecanum Whheels

(7)

Figu
ure 7 shows omni-directioonal platform with
manipulator mounted oon it. Platform
m equipped withh four
mecanum
m wheels is drriven independdently by DC m
motor.
Complette system was
w
defined by four prinncipal
coordinaate frames i.e. world coordinnate system (X
Xw-YwZw), plaatform frame (X-Y-Z) locateed at mass center,
c
manipulator base fram
me (Xo-Yo-Zo) and end- efffector
frame (X
Xe-Ye-Ze).

for
f i = 1, 2 ……
……. n
L= K-P
K
Where, L is Lagrange
L
functiion or Lagranggian, K is the
kinetic energy
y and P is thhe potential energy
e
of the
system,
torrque developedd at manipulatoor’s link.
d
By substitutinng L and carryying out the differentiation,
the generalizeed torque
applied to linnk i of n-doff
manipulator iss obtained by following
fo
equattion of motion
[18].

(8)
t inertia mattrix of the mannipulator,
is
Where,
is the
the Coriolis annd centrifugal term of maniipulator,
is
the gravity looading force at joint due to
t link,
is an
ngular velocity vector for the
is angular
manipulator,
v
for the manipulator, and Ip is the
acceleration vector
mass moment of inertia matrrix for each linkk.

7 Mobile maniipulator with coordinate
c
fram
mes
Figure 7.
The platform shownn in Figure 7 haas two points i.e.
i Po
and Pc. The
T point Po iss intersection of
o axis of symm
metry
(mass ceenter of platforrm) and Pc is located
l
at distaance d
from Po along the vertical axis. Thhese points inddicate
two diffferent locatioons of the manipulator
m
onn the
platform
m during the w
welding operation. This is reqquired
to study the effect of ppositioning thee manipulator aat two
o platform by
b computingg the
differentt locations on
variationn in torque devveloped at linkss of the manipuulator
as well as
a at the wheels of the platforrm [19, 20].

(9)

The omni-directiona
o
al wheels impoose four consttraints
on the platform
p
due tto their architeecture and woorking
principlee. These consttraints indicatee that the rotaational
velocity of four wheeels is directlyy related to linear
T
constraiints are as givven in
velocity of platform. These
equationn (12), (13), (144) and (15).

(10)
.

(11)
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(12)

where, I= Ic + 4mw*(la)2 + 4 Im and C= R/2*la;

(13)

M is the mass of platform (M= mc + 4 mw) with driving
wheels and motor including payload capacity; mc is the
mass of platform without driving wheel and motor; mw is
the mass of each driving wheel with motor; Ic is the
moment of inertia of platform without driving wheels
and motor about vertical axis through P0; Iw is the
moment of inertia of each driving wheels and motor
about wheel axis; and Im is the moment of inertia of each
driving wheels and motor about wheel diameter.

(14)
(15)

Where, (x, y, z) is the coordinates of point Po in the
inertial frame,
is the heading angle of the mobile
robot measured from Xw-axis of world coordinate
system.

3.4.2 Lagrange Equation of Motion for OmniDirectional Platform with Mecanum Wheels

Generalized coordinate of the mobile platform are given
as

Lagrange formulation is used to established equation of
motion for the mobile platform as follows:

.

The above four constraints can be written as follows,
Where
(18)

(16)

Where, Qi is the generalized force (torque at each
wheel), , , , are the Lagrange multipliers. After
substituting the K. E. and carrying out the
differentiation, the equation (18) can be arranged as:

(19)
3.4.1 Kinetic Energy of Omni-Directional Platform with
Mecanum Wheels
The kinetic energy of the platform can be computed
by using following equation

(21)
(17)

Where
is

the

torque

vector
are

the
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≤ n. Similarly, the second term represents the totality of
centrifugal forces exerted on link i by , of platform if
j=k, and coriolis forces exerted on link i due to the
velocity coupling of two platform coordinates, i.e. q p , j

developed at wheel 1, 2, 3, and 4 respectively,
is the
inertia matrix of the platform,
represents coriolis and
centrifugal term of the platform, E is the constant matrix
and

and
is linear and angular velocity acceleration vector for
platform.

q p ,k

,

where j≠k.

3.5.2 Dynamics of the Platform subject to Motion of
Manipulator

3.5 Dynamic Interaction between Mobile Platform and
the Manipulator

The motion equation of the platform can be given
in the following form,

As the manipulator is mounted on mobile
platform, it is necessary to study the dynamic interaction
between the mobile platform and the manipulator to
carry out definite The motion equation of the
manipulator subjected to the platform motion can be
written as per following equation.
(25)
/

(22)

/

Where,
denote the n-dimensional coordinate vector
of the manipulator, / denotes coriolis and centrifugal
term caused by the angular motion of the mobile
platform, / is the input torque developed on the
manipulator’s link by considering the effect of platform
motion,
is the inertia matrix which represents the
effect of the platform dynamics on the manipulator,
is linear and angular velocity
vector for platform.

2

trace

trace

,

,

.

,

,

,

,

,

,

.

where,
is the inertia matrix of the platform and
represents coriolis and centrifugal term of the platform
from equation (19),
/ and
/ represents the inertial
term, coriolis and centrifugal terms respectively due to
the presence of the manipulator, / is the input torque
to the platform,
denotes the vector of Lagrange
multipliers corresponding to the kinematic constraints,
and
represents the inertia matrix which reflects the
dynamic effect of the arm motion on the
platform[20,21].

(26)

,

,

(23)
trace

,

,

(24)

(27)

1≤i≤n
(28)

The first term in the R.H.S. of equation (23)
characterizes coriolis effect on link i of manipulator due
to the coupling of velocity of link k of the manipulator
and variable , of platform where 1 ≤ j ≤ m and 1 ≤ k

1≤i≤m

1≤j≤n
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The first term in thee R.H.S. of equation
e
(27)
c
effect on platform coordinate
c
characterizes coriolis
due to the couupling of velociities of link j of
o manipulator
and platform coordinate
where 1 ≤ k ≤ m. The
r
thee sum of centtrifugal forces
second term represents
exerted on platform
p
coorddinate
by
b link j off
manipulator iff j=k, and corriolis forces ex
xerted on
due to the veelocity couplinng of two diffferent links off
manipulator.
To studyy the dynamic interaction between the
manipulator annd the platform
m, the overall transformation
t
matrix Th (or Tk) required
d to determinee the coriolis,
centrifugal and
d inertia termss in equations (22) and (25)
can be expresssed as follows,

Figure 9. Mobile platfoorm with frame asssign to wheels for Pc

To obtaiin Th, two diffeerent position of
o robot manipuulator
on the platform weere considereed i.e. firstlyy the
manipulator was mounnted exactly att the mass cennter of
m (Pc is coincidding with Po, d=0
d meter) as sshown
platform
in Figurre 8 and secoondly it is mounted
m
away from
platform
m’s mass centerr along its longitudinal axis (Pc is
not coin
nciding with Po, d=0.125 meter)
m
as show
wn in
Figure 9.
9 The D-H parrameters for both
b
the positioon are
mentioned in Table IIII and IV.

(29)
mation matrixx Tx expresses
In above equaation, transform
the kinematic relation betweeen the manipu
ulator and the
nate frame. It is
i obtained by
platform with world coordin
t base framee of the manippulator to the
transforming the
world coordinate frame. Transformatioon matrix Ty
k
relattion of platform
m wheels with
expressed the kinematic
base of the manipulator which is
obtained by
transforming the frames assigned
a
to thhe wheels as
shown in Figgure 8 and 9 to the base frame of the
0

manipulator. Similarly Tn

TABLE IIII. D-H Parameterr for platform (d=00 meter)

Join
nt (i)

defines the position and

orientation of the end-effecto
or frame relatiive to the base
frame of the manipulator
m
[233].

ai

αi

di

θi

1

=l

π/2

0

β1

2

=l

π/2

0

β2

3

=l

π/2

0

β3

4

=l

π/2

0

β4

TAB
BLE IV. D-H Parrameter for platforrm (d=0.125 meterr)

Jointt (i)

ai

αi

di

θi

1

=l1

π/2

0

β1

2

=l1

π/2

0

β2

3

=l2

π/2

0

β3

4

=l2

π/2

0

β4

Figure 8. Mobile
M
platform wiith frame assign too wheels for
Po = Pc
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In order to study effecct of platform motion
m
on dynamics
of manip
pulator, two caases were considered. In firstt case,
welding along straightt path of 440 mm
m was done which
w
r
any moovement of plaatform as it is within
w
doesn’t require
work voolume of robott. In second case,
c
a weldmeent of
860 mm
m was considdered which demand
d
for motion
m
platform
m to complete thhe welding.

IV. RESULT AN
ND DISCUSSIO
ON
To studyy the dynamic interaction between the
manipulator and the platform,
p
thee developed
mathematical model for dynamic innteraction is
implemented to
t understand its
i effect whenn Omni-WMR
used for weldiing at two diffferent condition
ns. Figure 10
explains the complete seetup of omnii-WMR. The
meters of Om
mni-WMR utiliized for these
physical param
case problems are as per giveen in the Tablee V.

Problem
m 1: SCORBO
OT ER-IV maniipulator was uttilized
to weld two plates off 440 mm len
ngth. This lenggth of
weldmennt along straaight line caan be comforrtably
achievedd by the maniipulator in its workspace. Hence,
H
the omnni-directional pplatform was fiixed at one loccation
while SC
CORBOT was performing welding
w
operatiion. A
cubic sp
pline was fittedd between start and end positiion of
the weldment to desscribe the mootion of links with
respect to
t time. The value
v
of θ1 i.ee. base rotationn was
considerred to be coonstant. The start position on
weldmennt was markeed as ‘s’ whhereas end-poosition
(goal) was
w marked as ‘‘g’. In order too follow this strraight
line pathh, θ 2 was varied from 1350 to 90 in the steep of 140,

θ3

was varied ffrom 390 to 18800 in steps of +140,

θ4

was varied from 1130 to 1300 in the step off +1.7
degree.

Fig
gure 10. Setup off mobile manipulattor

.
Case I: Dynnamics of the Manipulatoor Subject to
Platform Motion

TABLE V. Physical parameeters for manipuulator and platforrm

a1
a2
a3
a4
a5
d1

Manipu
ulator Parameters
0.016 meter m1 (mass
(
of the baase)
0.22
2 meter
m2 (mass of the boody)
0.22
2 meter
m3 (mass
(
of the uppper
arm)
0 meeter
m4 (mass
(
of forearrm)
0 meeter
m5 (mass
(
of endeffector)
0.33
35 meter d5

3.8 Kg
2 Kg
2 Kg

M
mw
lb

Platforrm Parameters
28.1 kg
mc 22 kg
k
1.5 kg
la 0.52218 meter
0.25 meter
l
0.5552 meter

2 Kg
1 Kg

l1
Ic

0.4357
2.843 kg- meterr 2

l2
Iw

0.6113 meter
0.08847 kg- meter 2

0.138 m
meter

Im

0.0524 kg- meteer 2

R

0.0555 meter

in equattion (31) for angular velocity [ (t)] and the
forms
second derivative giiven in equaation (32)
of
expression for anggular acceleraation [ (t)]
manipulator link and eend-effector duuring welding.

f travel of thhe torch. The
. Joint 5 was responsible for
travel angle of torch is an angle
a
relative to
t the torch in
perpendicular position. Thiss angle must be
b within 5 to
15 degrees to the normal. Any
A travel anggle above this
value would lead
l
to spatterr and instabilitty in welding
operation. Beccause of this constraint,
c
the joint 5 i.e. θ5
was kept connstant. The cubic
c
polynom
mial given in
equation (30) was used to describe
d
the anngular motion
ynomial given
[θ(t)] whereass first derivativve of this poly
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(30)

,

(31)
(32)

In order to fiind velocity and
a acceleratio
on values, the
estimation of coefficients of
o the splines was done by
considering apppropriate consstraints. The tim
me required to
cover this 440 mm weldment was considerred 72 second.
Time-history expressions foor Joint 2
The parameterss for joint 2 are::
90 (0.157 rad),

(θ 2 )

0

= 135 (2.3556 rad),

Time-hiistory expressiions for Joint 4 (

To obtain the un
nknown coefficiients of equation
ns (33), (34)
and (35), it is neecessary to satisfy the constraintts as,
After
substituting thesse constraints, the
t coefficients can
c be
estimated as;

)

On simillar lines with jooint 2 and jointt 3, the expressiions for
joint dispplacement, veloocity and acceeleration are exxpressed
as follow
ws using param
meters,

,

The expression
n for joint displlacement can bee written as,

g
a parabollic
The first derivative of this expression gave
velocity profilee as,

The tim
me history thus obtained for joint
j
2, 3 and 4 was
plotted and are givven in Figuree 11, 12 annd 13
vely.
respectiv

and the secoond derivative gave a linearr acceleration
profile as,

Time-history expressions foor Joint 3 (

Figuree 11. Time histoory plot of possition, velocity and
accelerration for joiint 2

)

By adopting procedure meentioned for coomputation off
Joint 2, the exxpressions for displacement,, velocity and
acceleration of
o joint 3 werre determined by using the
parameters.
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Since thhis weldment llength is beyond the reach of
o the
SCORBOT ER-IV, om
mni-directionall platform was freed
to movee whenever reqquired. In ordder to keep annalysis
simple, the configurattions of jointss was kept sam
me as
that of Problem 1. Too account for the extra 4200 mm
weldmennt length, the wheels of thhe mobile plaatform
were moved
m
with anngular displaccement of plaatform
wheels is
i 5420 during the welding op
peration. This value
of angullar displacemeent was compuuted by considdering
length of path to be moved
m
by platfo
orm smaller thaan the
length of
o weldment. Trials
T
revealed that the continnuous
movemeent of platform
m for 50 seco
ond was enouugh to
carry ouut welding allong 860 mm
m length withiin 72
second by the manippulator. In ord
der to obtain time
a torque reqquired at linkss of robot, annalysis
history and
similar to Problem 1 was perfoormed. The torque
t
required
d at various linnks was obtaiined using equuation
(25) giveen in section 33.5.1. These eqquations considder the
effect off platform mottion on the torqque requiremennts of
the linkss of manipulattor mounted on
o it. The torqque at
various links
l
thus obtaained is presentted in Figure 15

Figure 12. Time history ploot of position, velocity
v
and
acceleration for joint 3

Figure 13. Time history plot of position, veelocity and
accelerationn for joint 4

The time history thus obtained
o
was fuurther utilized
to determine torque
t
requirem
ments at varioous links. The
dynamics equaations derived and presented in section 3.3
of this articlee were used. After
A
substitutting values off
various variabbles, the torque required at link1 (joining
Joint 1 and 2)), link 2 (joiniing Joint 2 annd 3) and link
3(joining Joinnt 4 and 5) was
w estimated and same is
plotted in the Figure
F
14.
Figure 15
5. Torque variattion at the links of
o manipulator ffor 860
m
mm weldment

From
m the Figure 14
1 and 15, it is
i obvious thatt even
though the
t joint displaacement, velociity, acceleratioon and
trajectorry time were kept
k
constant, the torque reqquired
for wellding of 860 mm weldm
ment was morre as
compareed to 440 mm
m weldment. It was observedd that,
15-30% more torque w
was required for
fo welding 8600 mm
weldmennt at various liinks of the man
nipulator. From
m this
observattion, it can bee inferred thatt the movemeent of
platform
m shows a coonsiderable eff
ffect on the torque
t
requirem
ment at the links of manipullator. It justifiees the
dynamicc interaction between platform
p
and the
manipulator. The torque required at platform wheel
w
during th
he welding is 0.326
0
N-m for wheel 1, 0.3244 N-m
for wheeel 2, 0.329 N-m
m for wheel 3 and 0.324 N--m for
wheel 4.. It is obvious that
t the torque required is connstant

Figure 14. Torqque variation at the
t links of manipulator for 440
mm weeldment

Problem 2: In previouss case, weldmeent of 440 mm
was considereed. It was within
w
the worrk volume off
SCORBOT ER
R-IV. Hence, there was no need to move
the platform. However,
H
in orrder to exploit the flexibility
of OMNI-WM
MR, welding along straigght line with
weldment equual to 860 mm
m length waas considered.
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analysis was done saame as shown
n while discuussing
problem
m 1 of case 1. The value of θ1 i.e. base rootation
was connsidered to bee constant. Thhe start positioon on
weldmennt was marked ‘A’ whereaas end-positionn was
marked as ‘E’. In orderr to follow thiss zigzag path, was
varied frrom 1300 to 80, was variedd from 1000 to 1320,
and was
w varied from
m 520 to 430. As
A mentioned inn case
1, again the joint 5 i.e. θ5 was kept constant
c
and itt must
be withinn 5 to 15 degreees to the norm
mal, otherwise it
i will
lead to spatter
s
and insttability in weldding operation. After
finding out coefficientts of cubic splline, expressionns for
v
and acceleration were
joint diisplacement, velocity
estimateed. The total distance trav
velled by plaatform
during the
t
welding oof path is 2000 mm in 500 sec.
Howeveer, during the w
welding of paath i.e. AB-BC
C-CDDE, the configuration of wheel rotattion alters as per the
each seggment of path. During the seegment, AB annd CD
all the wheel will rotate
r
in forw
ward directionn. For
segmentt BC, wheels 2 and 4 are statiionery and wheels 1
and 3 rootate in forwarrd direction annd for DE, wheeels 1
and 3 aree stationery annd wheels 2 andd 4 rotate in forrward
directionn. Hence piecee-wise cubic poolynomial trajeectory
is consid
dered for each segment. As thhe distance travvelled
by the platform
p
for eeach segment is 50 mm inn 12.5
second, angular displaacement of each wheel is 52.130.
For trajeectory time of 12.5 second, thhe temporal annalysis
of torquue at wheels off platform wass done. The veelocity
profile followed
f
by plaatform is shownn in Figure 21..

at all the fourr wheels as th
he platform is moving with
uniform velociity.
This studyy demonstrateed the first parrt of dynamic
interaction i.ee. variation in torque of thee manipulator
when subjectted to platfo
orm motion. In order to
understand thee second aspecct of dynamic interaction
i
i.e.
dynamics of the platform
m subject too motion off
manipulator and
a
its locattion, a seconnd case was
considered andd same is discuussed next.
Case II: Dynaamics of the Pllatform Subject to Motion off
Manipulator
In order to un
nderstand the effect
e
of manip
pulator motion
and its locatioon on platform
m, another weldment which
requires zigzag motion of welding
w
gun waas considered.
The nature off weldment iss shown in Fiigure 16. The
derivations foor the dynam
mic interactionns when two
different loccations were selected foor mounting
manipulator arre presented inn equation (255). In order to
demonstrate thhis aspect, two
o problems werre considered.
In first probleem, manipulatoor was mounteed at center off
gravity (C.G.)) of the platform and away from C.G. in
second.

F
Figure
16. Ziggzag weldmentt

Problem
m 2: Manipulattor mounted at point Pc (Figuure 9)
Nexxt, the manipullator was shifteed from Po to Pc by
0.125 meter
m
(d=0.1255 m) as shownn in Figure 9. The
same paath for manipulator as well as
a platform connsider
as of Problem
P
1. F
For uniformityy in analysiss, the
boundarry conditions were
w
same as of
o previous prooblem.
The tem
mporal analysis of torque requuirements at vaarious
links waas done which is presented inn Figure 18, 19 and
20.

Figure 17. Path followed by manipulator andd platform to
acchieve weldmentt shown in Fig. 16
1

Problem 1: Manipulator
M
moounted at point Po (Fig. 8)
In this pro
oblem, manipuulator was mou
unted at point
Po which is thhe center of grravity of the pllatform (d=0).
OMNI-WMR was moved inn such a way
y that welding
torch follows double line path (AB-BC--CD-DE) and
platform folloows dotted path shown in Fiigure 17. The
total length off end-effector path was connsidered to be
600 mm and that
t
of platform
m path 200 mm
m. Both paths
were fitted with
w
separate cubic spliness and further

Figuree 18. Comparisoon of torque requ
uired at link 1 whhen
manipulatoor mounted at Po and Pc.
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This ind
dicates that loocation of maanipulator doees not
show anny effect on toorque requirem
ments at any of
o the
three lin
nks of robot. H
However, whenn torque requirred at
omni-dirrectional wheeels was coompared for both
locations, different sceenario can be seen. The valuues of
V for the wheeels of
torque reequired are givven in Table VI
the platfform. From thhis table, it iss evident that when
manipulator is mounteed at Po the to
orque requirem
ment is
w
manipulaator is
less by 8%- 15% as compared when
mountedd at Pc.
Figure 19. Comparison
C
of toorque required att link 2 when
manipulator
m
mou
unted at Po and Pc

Figure 21.
2 Time historyy plot for angularr velocity of plattform
wheeels for Zigzag paath

Thiss shows that llocation of moounting manipuulator
on platfform does haave some efffect on the torque
t
required
d.

Figure 20. Comparison
C
of toorque required att link 3 when
manipulator
m
mou
unted at Po and Pc

.

From the Figure 18, 199 and 20, it cann be observed
d
not changge with change
that the torquee requirement does
in mounting lo
ocation of the manipulator
m
onn the platform.
TABLE VI.
V Torque deveeloped at wheelss of the platform

Path
Wheel 1
Wheel 2
Wheel 3
Wheel 4

Torquue developed (N-meter)
(
AB and CD
BC
DE
d=0(meter) d=0.125(meeter) d=0(m
meter) d=0.1125(meter) dd=0(meter) d=0.125(meeter)
0.7459
0.8202
1.12256
1
1.2853
0
0
0.7463
0.8213
0
0
1.1256
1.2853
0.7465
0.7313
1.08858
1
1.1768
0
0
0.7443
0.7301
0
0
1.0858
1.1768

.
V. CONCLUSIONS

well as zigzag path. T
The study of finding
f
the effe
fect of
m was
location for mounting the manipulattor on platform
s
revealed that the locatiion of
also performed. The study
manipulator on platforrm showed varriation in the torque
t
p
but tthere was no effect
e
on the torque
t
for the platform
requirem
ment for the manipulato
or. The dynnamic
interaction between platform
p
and manipulator
m
shhowed
ffect on torquee requirement for manipulattor as
huge eff
well as wheels
w
of the pplatform. The study
s
presentedd here
using
was do
one in the simulation environment
e

The welding mobilee omni-direcctional robot
considered in this work is the unique kiind of mobile
robot. The kinematic annd dynamic analysis off
m is performed
manipulator annd omni-directtional platform
successfully. The
T issue of dynamic
d
interacction between
platform and the
t manipulatoor has come up
u as a crucial
issue in the application of
o such mobille robots for
ue required at
welding. The temporal anaalysis of torqu
various links of
o manipulator was done for straight
s
as
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MATLAB. The outcome of results can be efficiently
implemented in real time applications such as welding,
material handling, and service applications.
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